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#70555 DELWEACO Cathedral 4/4 Wall
Westminster Chime Clock!
The long cathedralrods sound very much likethe Grandfather or
Grandmother hall clock.Do not confuse this clock withthose that
use the shorter rods, crosswise in the case. Uses the Hermle 351
KEY WIND Westminster Chime movement in a Cherryfinish case!
The case is handrubbed for a super sheen. The ivory dial, black,
easy to read numbers, and the special pendulum make this a
heirloom for the next millennium!
This clock is quite large; 13-3/4 wide x 31-1/2 long! We have had
numerous requests for a clock likethis and finally decidedto bring
this one in from Germany.
Traditional key wind, 8 day movement. Chimes every 1/4 hour,
plus strikes the hour after the chime are finished chiming on the
hour!
This is an exceptionallyNICE looking and NICE sounding clock!
Our THREE YEAR WARRANTY! Retail: $495.00

Ouz Liao uni -PiLze: $349.95!
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Swiss movement, FarEast case, dial, and
assembly! These WeavskW watches have a SWISS quartz
(battery operated) movement for accurate timekeeping,
but tokeep the cost lower, it is assembled and cased in the
FarEast! It is an EXCELLENT dress watch, and is quite
rugged! Gold or silver color case (Specify #YQC or
#WQC (left) or #HQY or #HQW (right)). Black
numbers and hands on a pure white dial dial. The Swiss
Quartz movement is accurate to + or - 2 minutes per year!
Automatic calendar advances each midnight. Fast set on
stem for both calendar and time. Shown at left in
ACTUAL SIZE. Completewith matching dress chain.
WE KNOW YOU WILL LIKE THE PRICE AND THE
QUALITY ON THIS ONE! OUR ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE! Sugg Retail; $75.00

'I \iat each 1 (2fioLaE
(Be sure and tell us which model and color you wiih to have.)

FAX: 1-440-648-2231
TOLL FREE

ORDER LINES:
1-800-882-8799 or

il 1-888-A WEAVER
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Actual Size
#YQC Gold color case
#WQC Silver color case
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